n e + n ¨ p + en e + p ¨ n + e + _ n e + n AE p + en e + p AE n + e + _ Neutrino-Driven Supernovae? (1) target has low abundance (2) abundance is sensitive to Ye (3) the reaction dominates Messer et al. 200X Old standard e capture rates: (independent particle model)
New improved e capture rates (thermal excitations and correlations) High Electron Fraction at the Inner Boundary of Ejecta As the electron degeneracy becomes removed in the neutrino heated expanding ejecta, the electron fraction exceeds 0.5, driven by the mass difference between neutron and proton. B: equilibrium Ye with absorption only (Qian & Woosley 1996) Convective Turnover in the Heating Region (Buras et al., Phys. Rev. Lett, 2003) does not get the time to fully develop, but helps...
The negative entropy gradient leads to hydrodynamical instability 
